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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Alas its that time of year again when the flowers have started to bloom and the fish have started to move back
upstream to their summer haunts. This is my favourite time of year. I love the anticipation.
I have been lucky enough to have a couple of quick fishing sessions already this season. It was great to get back
into some fishing as I have had almost a year away from it. It really felt great to dust off the cobwebs from my
casting arm and I even managed to catch a few which was an added bonus.
Not long now until our Bass Catch and I hope to see you all there as it is a great event and a worthwhile cause.
Chris Ghosn

Regards and tight lines

NEWS
New Members
For the first time since last Christmas, we have registered no new members in the last couple of months.
Raffle
The Daiwa Caprice 1500 spinning reel has now been mated to a nice ultra-light rod purchased from Al’s Tackle Store. It’s a
sweet UL combo. Remember – you can only buy the tickets for this draw in person, at Bass Sydney meetings and selected
events (like work days).
Yellomundi
Bass Sydney and BMNDAA continue to clear weeds and lantana at Yellomundi. The next (& last one for the year?) is on at
the end of this month – October 30th.
Hawkesbury-Nepean BassCatch October 16 & 17
Our BassCatch is in its 23rd year and I am especially looking forward to the next one as it is the first one since the majority of
the catchment’s weirs and fishways have been refurbished. Couple that with the great rains and conditions we’ve been
enjoying this past year and it should be a good one for the fish. Please register to participate in the BassCatch via the
website. Weather permitting, we have access to the property at Wilberforce for our campsite. Keep in touch with
Committee members for any last-minute changes to the camping situation. Pray for decent weather!
Reminder:

A few members have not paid their subscription fees 6 months on from our AGM !
You know who you are! Its pretty easy nowadays – you can do it on-line or you can send a cheque
to our PO Box. Thanks for supporting your club.
HS Tham, Editor
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Macdonald R BassCatch
The inaugural Macdonald River BassCatch was held over the weekend of September 18 & 19. Hosted by BMNDAA (the
Springwood Club), it was a well-organised, well-catered and relaxed weekend on this tributary of the Hawkesbury R. A
good feed was had by all on Saturday night. The BassCatch was well-attended with around 2 dozen anglers handing in catch
cards at the end of the weekend.
After a freezing cold night, we were greeted by a beautiful day on Saturday. The Ed kicked off his bass season with a lovely
morning’s fishing with Bill Raffle. I was gob-smacked after I responded to Bill’s calm voice saying, “Tham! I need you!”
I thought I was to give him a hand with a tangle, snag or something only to see him with his landing net in play. I wasn’t
very far away from Bill and I never heard a thing until he called out to me. At 446mm, it was a slab-sided beauty! It was
difficult to measure as Bill just couldn’t get the fish’s mouth to meet the stopper of my fish measurer – the head was too
thick! Many people have caught bigger ones than this, but it was the biggest bass (or EP) I’d ever seen in the flesh.
W only got 4 fish each for the morning, with all of mine in the low to mid-200’s. However, it was a real treat for me (and
Bill I’m sure!) to have laid eyes on such a wonderful fish.
There were 6 Reaches allocated for the BassCatch and I think they were all covered. Perhaps the highest reach, Reach 6, did
not have enough water to fish. I know I fished 3 different reaches in the 2 days I fished. They had a lot of local assistance
with local farmers giving permission to access the river at various places. Wish we had more of this on the Nepean! It was
a funny ol’ river – more a series of barely-connected waterholes in parts. Some pictures from the event Bill’s 1st fish –

The Ed’s 1st bass of the season -
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A couple of Bill’s other fishes -

Bill’s BIGGY - 446mm of “Bass-tuary Perch” eh, Bill ?

Nice fish for Milton

Greg Rouland’s mighty ET inflatable!

Pic: G. Noble
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Don’t laugh at Greg’s boat!

The Springwood guys showing off

Pic: G. Rouland

The wattles were lovely

The Sat night BBQ –
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Sunday morning

Composting toilets! (Scoop of sawdust that is!)

You didn’t really think Ashley would miss out… did you?!

I really enjoyed the weekend being my first bass outing for the season. The fishing wasn’t bad either with most people
getting amongst them. However, I am still to crack the 30cm mark for the season so far! The campground was quite OK –
big, nice water access and quiet. I think I’ll be back!
Alan Fowkes didn’t make it to the Macdonald R, but he was fishing up a storm on the South Coast. He’s sent us 3 separate
stories about his adventures to the south of Sydney.

South Coast Sojourn
I’ve just had a week down the coast that was noteworthy for a few reasons. One reason was some unexpected success on a
species that has caused a bit of email chatter in the club lately. Another has nothing to do with normal club activities – just a
saltwater PB that I wanted to share – and the final one is a cautionary tale about the intricacies of the Batemans Marine Park.

(1)

Pylon EPiphany

Well, maybe not an epiphany but a few valuable lessons reinforced!
My trip south started with a couple of nights lapping up the usual hospitality of Baz and Trish down at Woonoona. Fine food,
wine and beer (all in quantities above pure need); relaxed company and good conversation.
For the day in between, Baz had hatched a plan for us to fish the Shoalhaven. A morning of snag bashing up a major
tributary chasing bream and/or bass followed by flats casting for flathead towards the bottom of the tide. Sounded good!
With both of us needing a strong coffee in the morning and an hour’s run to the boat ramp it was no surprise that we missed
the early morning high tide. But motoring well up the creek and drifting back down on the run out tide should still produce a
few bream – we were confident! Well, we were for the first couple of hours anyway. After a thousand casts without a touch
we weren’t so sure.
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When Baz finally got a taker it wasn’t a bream or a bass but an EP in the 280 to 300 bracket. A welcome surprise! With
renewed confidence, we continued downstream but managed nothing more of consequence. In sight of the creek mouth it
was obvious that the wind was howling in the main stream and that the planned flathead session would be uncomfortable.
Looking for other options, I suggested we have a crack at the bridge pylons just near the mouth before making any final
decisions.
I think it took Baz two casts at the first pylon to pull another EP. With this sort of encouragement I started thrashing the water
to a foam with one of my favourite floating divers but couldn’t buy a strike. Meanwhile, Baz had pulled about half a dozen
more fish and suggested maybe it was his lure choice and presentation that was doing the trick. He was using a little
suspender, getting it down to it’s full depth potential of about a meter, and then using the classic barra pause and twitch. The
EP’s were clearly finding it irresistible!
With no suspending lures in my tackle box, Baz loaned me the next closest thing in his. I think it was a little Atomic Hardz –
natural finish with a shallow dive and suspending action. This produced results for me instantly and I got a couple of fish to
the boat, but Baz was still kicking my butt.
Having watched one of my EP’s rise a long way to take the Atomic Hardz I concluded that it wasn’t getting down far enough
so started playing with sinking options from my own kit. Eventually, I pulled a fish on a soft plastic and a couple more with a
little sinking Rapala CD-3, but Baz was still scoring fish after fish on his suspender.
Bridge pylons are great structure

One of Baz’s early fish

The Lure that did all the damage – 40mm Coltiva SP

When the tide turned, the bite slowed and even Baz started to
experiment with other lures. We re-located the fish on the sounder in a
hole about 10 metres upstream from the bridge and went back to our
favourite lure choices to pull another fish each before calling it a day.
When we put away the rods we’d caught about 30 EP’s from low 200’s
to low 300’s - a great session and the first time that either of us had
found such an aggressive school of EP’s. I’d caught around half a
dozen, probably almost doubling my lifelong tally in the process, and
would have been ecstatic with this if Baz hadn’t pulled about two
dozen!! Oh well, at least I scored the best by-catch of the day – my last
fish was a nice flattie that absolutely inhaled my CD-3.
Naturally, I claimed that Baz’s particular success was all down to the
lure he was using. Just as naturally, he suggests that the skill of the
angler probably had more to do with it. Whatever the reason, Baz made
the mistake of telling me the name of his lure and where he bought it – I was down to his local tackle shop the next morning
cleaning it out!
So, the lessons learnt?
1. Bridge pylons are great structure and often hold fish.
2. Finding the right lure and presentation can be critical.
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3.

Sharing the lure details with your mate is a big mistake!

Oh, by the way, just to reiterate all the email chatter about EP identification:
• EP’s have a concave (or dished) head profile – bass convex.
• EP’s have a proportionately larger eye than bass (with the effect probably exaggerated by the eye’s proximity to the
dished head profile).
• EP fins (with the exception of the rear of the anal fin as pointed out by Garnet) are uniformly grey whilst bass typically
have white edges to their fins.

(2)

Of Lip Grips and the Limit of Rules

I was walking through K-Mart the other week when I noticed some Berkley “Boga Grips”. I’ve always been a bit “anti” these
things on the grounds that they encourage people to hang big fish by the lips. But I’d also been wondering how the hell I
would handle a big flattie if I was ever lucky enough to hook one whilst out in the kayak. So I picked one up and made myself
a promise that I would still give any big fish appropriate body support.
Heading from Baz and Trish’s place down to Tuross Heads I had no idea what a good purchase this would prove to be.
I arrived at Tuross on a Thursday night and made the decision to skip the early morning high tide in favour of a sleep in and
an afternoon low tide fish (I can hear you all gasp in surprise!). Strolling down to the boat ramp late on Friday morning with a
rapidly building wind I was starting to regret the decision. But a quick chat with a young bloke finishing his high tide session
confirmed there were quality flatties about and gave me the incentive to brave the breeze later that day.
My plan was to paddle out to some more lightly fished flats among the entrance channels, park the kayak and stalk some
bream, flathead or whiting (whatever I saw) on surface lures and fly. The only flaw in the plan was that the wind was a
shocker. The chop was making it impossible to see fish and difficult to fish surface lures – for a bloke who rarely gets the fly
rod out, fly-fishing was out of the question.
Eventually, I pulled the pin on Plan A and headed back to the main drop-offs to bounce some Squidgy Fish. This met with an
early hit and a test for my drag which is normally good but had, for some reason, gone to custard since I last caught a decent
fish – rather jerky! I backed off the drag and soon had a chance to test my lip grips on a flattie of around 500mm – I can’t
imagine these grips would be strong enough for a good barra but they worked a treat on this fish.
By the time I’d landed and released it, I’d been blown into about a meter of water on the western side of the lake. I fired a
cast up into the shallows and immediately scored a hit. The weight was heavy and I was certain I was attached to a nice fish.
The dodgy drag made for a tense fight and it took some time to get the fish close enough to the boat to get a visual.
Now I’ve had a dream run on flatties over the last couple of years with a PB of 740mm the summer before last, but this fish
was clearly bigger and pulling like nobody’s business. Of course, once it was close enough to see it could also see the boat
and things stepped up a level. By this time I was in about 500 or 600mm of water and the big fish made a barging run under
the kayak in search of deeper water. I was grateful for the longer soft plastic rod to help clear the front of the boat and stay in
touch with the fish. This happened a few times before she tired enough to bring alongside.
After a few more nervous moments I managed to get those new lip grips on the fish (nearly dropped ‘em on the subsequent
headshake!) and gained some semblance of control. Now for the next problem! I’ve often thought my BassCatch ruler was
highly optimistic at 800mm in length and I’d seriously considered cutting it down closer to the 500mm length of the trays that
Milton built for us. But this time, the limit of the ruler was exceeded. Not by much, but exceeded none the less. The fish was
also a little broader across the head than the measuring tray.
On the lip grips and under control!
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(3)

Where Can I Fish?

Whilst down the south coast I was keen to explore some back roads and future fishing options. One of the 4WD books I
owned showed some tracks out the back of Batemans Bay that ran close to a Clyde R tributary and I was keen to take a look.
Only about 20kms off the Princes Hwy I dropped off the track into an idyllic camp site. This spot was in State Forest and on
the banks of a stream that looked like a bream and bass fisher’s dream. It was obviously close to the tidal limit and had good
snags immediately opposite with a substantial pool continuing downstream.
I didn’t have time to take the kayak off the roof and have a serious fish, but I did flick a few lures at the closest snag (don’t tell
anybody) and had a follow from a bream in the low 200’s category. Back in the car and exploring a little further upstream I
came across the first sign I’ve seen in the wild promoting the Bringing Back the Fish program. This was signage for a
crossing that had been remediated by the installation of a box culvert style causeway – our license dollars at work!
The water here was a series of shallow riffles with the promise of some decent pools up and downstream. I was rapidly
warming to a camp someday at the spot noted earlier and an upstream exploration looking for that bream and bass crossover
point.
Back in civilisation, however, I compared the Batemans Marine Park brochure with my 4WD map book and found that I’d been
exploring the Buckenbowra River – a Sanctuary Zone where recreational fishing is not allowed.
Something else I learned from the brochure is that there is a recreational fishing closure around Shallow Crossing on the
st
th
Clyde River from the 1 May to the 30 November each year. The map has latitudes and longitudes but no scale so this
average punter has no idea how large the exclusion zone is (some distances above and below the crossing in the text would
have been useful). In fact, the 2006 brochure I have actually abrogates any responsibility for accurately describing the
various zones and advises people to get familiar with the relevant regulations (yeah right – we’re all lawyers after all!). Note
though that the 7 month Shallow Crossing closure is way longer than the NSW Fisheries bass closed season and is a location
fishing ban rather than a “no take” regulation.
Assuming my 2006 brochure is a reasonable reflection of the current position, these are just two examples of fishery closures
that you may need to be aware of. There are plenty of others for the bass explorer to be worried about eg. other bays and
tributaries in the Clyde, upper reaches/watershed of Durras Lake, Coila Creek and so on.
The South Coast is a great place to chase fresh and saltwater species but this Marine Park adds a level of complexity to
regulations that us Aussie anglers are just not used to. So get informed and be careful out there!
Al Fowkes

Next Meeting is
7:30pm Tuesday, 12th
October, Northmead
Bowling Club, Windsor
Rd, Northmead
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Thanks to our great sponsors:

Dreamfish:

Dream it See it Catch it
Buzzbaits & Spinnerbaits hand-made locally in the Blue Mountains.
www.dreamfish.com.au
www.webstore.dreamfish.com.au

Want to catch that Bass of the lifetime? Do you know which lure to use? Well look no further. This is the #1 Bass fishing iPad or iPhone app
on the market. You will be asked a series of questions about the where you are going to fish and the environmental conditions. Based on your selections will
determine what lure type we recommend you use. Link - http://ax.itunes.apple.com/au/app/catchabass/id376335239?mt=8

Al’s tackle store:

Acute Printing:
Specialising in digital printing for small & home based businesses. Business Cards , Leaflets, Price Lists,
Catalogues, small run books, etc. Ph: 96533800 Website: www.acuteprinting.com.au
E-mail: alan@acuteprinting.com.au
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